Ref.U12021/06/2021-MEC Dated: 10.03.2022

NOTICE

It is for the information to candidates/ participating colleges that as mentioned in the Information Bulletin (on Page No. 13 of bulletin under Deemed Universities chapter & Q.No. 71) and Notice dated 10.01.2022 ‘Salient Points regarding changes in PG 2021’ uploaded on MCC website, Unfilled NRI/Muslim Minority/Jain Minority seats will be converted to Indian National seats after exhaustion of all the eligible NRI/Muslim Minority/Jain Minority Candidates during the Mop-Up Round before reverting it back to the respective Deemed University.

In this regard, it is clarified that NRI / Minority seats of Deemed Universities will be shown to General candidates as well like Indian National seats so that Non NRI/ Non Minority candidates may exercise choices for the same. However, the software will allot eligible NRI/ Minority students on NRI/ Minority seats first and later after exhaustion of NRI/ Minority candidates the seats will be allotted to General candidates after conversion of seats to Indian/ Paid seats during Mop Up Round of PG Counselling 2021.

This is for information only.
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